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·Subject:

Ed Ray ESPN Interview

ESPN Q&A with Ed Ray
INDIANAPOLIS-- NCAA president Mark Emmert received most of the attention Monday lnannouncing the
unprecedented penalties for Penn State's football program, but Oregon State president Ed Ray also played a significant
role. Ray chairs the NCAA's executive committee and represented th e presidents and chancellors Monday. He helped
give Emmert the green light to punish Penn State outside of the normal Infractions process. He also didn't mince words
about what he called "a conspiracy of silence at the highest levels" of Penn State regarding the Jerry Sandusky sex abuse
scandal.
I caught up with Ray on Monday afternoon following his return to Oregon. He explained several elements of Monday's
decision and also disagreed with the claim made by Penn State president Rodney Erickson that Penn State had to accept
the NCAA's penalties or face the so-called "death penalty," a suspension of its football program.
Here's my conversation with Ray:
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P Photo/Michael ConroyOregon State University president Ed Ray
(at podium) and NCAA president Mark Emmert made history Monday.
Earlier today, you mentioned a retreat several presidents and chancellors took last year where they decided they had
had enough with corruption. How did that play Into Monday's decision and the need to reclaim control?

Ed Ray: The retreat last year was a pretty amazing experience. There was a recognition that we needed to change the
risk-reward calcul ation that people are doing. We talked about a lot of things. The whole reform effort Is touching on
many categories. Some of them are enforcement, policies, procedures, penalties, guidelines for penalties. I chair the
work on that. We 'll get a penultimate draft of that document out at the meetings on Aug. 2. So I think there has been a
lot of attention focused on the need to make certain that the actions that are taken, whether they're through the
enforcemen t process or outside by the executive committee, that the messages sent need to be very clear.
Having said that, It would be unfair to say people didn't have what we understood was unfolding at Penn State in front
of mind. But when all is said and done, this Is about this case. This isn't about people being mad or happy or wanting to
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send broad messages to the world. This Is about the Penn State case, period. And given the circumstances of the Penn
State case, given the agreement of the basic facts as we know them from the Freeh report, both the university and the
NCAA executive committee, we found a basis for asserting what we would want Penn State to agree to in a consent
decree, which was presented to them and they accepted lt.
Was t here any apprehension among you or your fellow presidents In going this route as opposed to the NCAA's
normal enforcement and Infractions process?
Ray: Everybody fe lt t hese are truly extraordinary circumstances In the sense that this Isn't about team violations or a
coach doing something with respect to competition on the field or recruiting. This was an institution-wide lack of
institutional control, a loss of integrity in the way the university was operating. It really called for consideration of
extraordinary measures. The heinous nature of it, If anything, simply added to the sense that there is a common
understanding of what needs to be done In a punitive way and in a corrective way, and that it needs to be pursued. It
really was the nature of what went on there. It reflected a complete lack of institutional integrity and institutional
commitment to the core values of the NCAA. It led us to conclude It was within the authority of the executive committee
to take and exercise its authority. And that's what we did. There have been other cases where we did not go through the
normal e nforcement process, given the nature of the case at hand.
What were the discussions like regarding penalties for Penn State?
Ray: It was pretty straightforward. Once we had the Freeh report, the university commissioned it and released it without
comment, so we had a pretty clear sense that the university Itself accepted the findings. Then the question was: Are
there appropriate punitive actions and corrective actions that could be taken? So the e xecutive committee and the
Division I board charged President Emmert to discuss possibilities with his staff, with others, whoever he felt would be
appropriate. He called some of us Individually to talk about what set actions would be most appropriate, given the facts
as we understand them, that we could present to the university for a consent decree -- for them to either accept or
determine they wanted to go In a different direction.
The only potential penalty that we had some extended discussion around was suspension of play, whether that ought to
be part of a basket of punitive and corrective measures. There were people who felt that was appropriate, but the
overwhelming position of members of both the executive committee and the Division I board was to not include
suspension of play. And therefore we moved quickly to a consideration of the actions you heard about today. And that
had unanimous support from both groups.
President Erickson was quoted today as saying that Penn State accepted that deal because If not, you would have
decided to suspend play. Can you confirm that?
Ray: I've known Rod for a long time. I didn't hear what he said. I was on a plane flying back to Oregon. But I can tell you
categorically, there was never a threat made to anyone about suspension of play if the consent decree was not agreed
to.
So It wasn't as though you said, "Take this deal or we're shutting you downn?
Ray: That was never even a point of discussion within either the executive committee or the Division I board.
I'm sure you also had familiarity with Graham Spanier. What are your thoughts about his Involvement In this,
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somebody who had such a big role on NCAA committees and had a lot of respect In both Big Ten and NCAA circles?
Ray: l think [Emmert] said It right In that we don't have all the fac ts about Individual culpability. The Freeh report talked
about the participants and the cover-up and the conspiracy. But as Mark said, we're going to take a walt-and-see
attitude with respect to t aking further actions with respect to Individuals, as the legal and other processes play their way
out, and we get hopefully a clearer sense of what, if any, culpability Individuals have. So we did not take action with
respect to individuals. We took action with respect to a university that Jacked institutional commitment to Integrity and
the other values of the NCAA.
You've sald this Is all about Penn State's case, but how do you think other schools will receive the action you took
today against Penn State?
Ray: let me tell you what I would hope that t hey t ake away. What I would hope Is t his is a cautionary tale. For one thing,
we certainly acted expeditiously and have dealt with ve ry heinous offenses against human decency, much less [NCAA]
values. This was so egregious, and It's hard to fathom anything like it. So what I wouldn't want somebody to do Is decide,
"This Is so unique. It doesn't apply to me." Every major college and university In Division I certainly, if not elsewhe re,
ought to do a gut check and ask: Do we have the ba lance right between the culture of athletics and the broader culture
and values of our Institution? How do we know that? And if we don't, what do we need to do to make sure we get that
balance right?
Was there any discussion for a television ban or a reduction ln home games fo r Penn State?
Ray: What we talked about were two sets of options. One is the set of actions that you learned about today. That got
unanimous consent. We also talked about suspension of play plus some or all of the other actions, but maybe to a lesser
degree to get the balance right. In the e nd, the re was overwhelming support for the actions reported today.
Where does Penn State go from here?
Ray: Well, hopefully they go In the right direction and work very hard at creating a culture of comm itment to the values
of the association, from top to bottom. I hope they wo rk with the integrity officer and t hey meet the requirements of
their probationary period. It Is a wonderful, wonderful university, and I expect It will move to a better place. That was
really the point of the corrective measures that were taken, to he lp a very fine university get its bearings straight again.
Many feel SMU's program has never really recovered from what happened. With these types of penalties, do you
think Penn State Is In a similar situation?
Ray: We tried to find a balance so that taking these actions would not preclude Penn State from being In the future
among the leaders in Intercollegiate athletics. But let's be cle ar: These actions were t aken because of a conspiracy of
silence that went on for yea rs, with total disregard for the well-being of young children. That Is what we were trying to
send a message about, both In terms of the punitive elements and also with the corrective e lements. Those are Intend ed
t o give people a path to move forward productively .
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